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Kids drawings :





Posters :









Tests :

Test ID Test Objective
(Why)

Description of Prototype used and of Basic
Test Method

The classroom and some posters on the wall.
● full classroom (with desks and

chairs
● Shelves with masks on the wall

● the posters will be blank
● the dimensions will be as high

fidelity as possible
● Sound effects (ringing and

message from the director)
● Posters with drawings on them

● ABC’s on the walls
● Camera that shifts with the arrow

keys

Description of Results to
be Recorded and how

these results will be used
(How)

Estimated Test duration
and planned start date

(When)



1 Time duration of
product

We will be testing this by roughly timing the
time that it takes the camera to move

throughout the scenarios. This should take us
between 30 and 40 seconds since there will

be no interactions for this prototype.

We will do 5 trials, which
use different

combinations of pathways
in order to find the most
convenient and efficient
one. This will be recorded
by using a table, writing
down the pathways used

for each test and
recording the amount of

time elapsed.

The test duration should
be about an hour. We will
be satisfied when the time
reaches 20 seconds or
when 5 trials are done.

2 Precision of
message/ focus on

message:
Narrative

effectiveness for
the posters

This will be tested by showing people that we
have identified in different user personas, our
posters and asking them 3 questions each :
How concerned does this make you feel? Do
you understand each of the steps? How much
does this motivate you into taking action?
Their response will be on a scale of 1 to 10.
(1 being the lowest and 10 being the highest)
And their suggestions will be noted. This can
be done by either showing them the prototype

or sending them a recording of it.

We will have at least 10
feedback samples from
this test. Each answer to
the questions will be
recorded using a table.
We will make a mean of
each column of the table

to determine how
successful or unsuccessful

our product is.

The test duration will be
from when the prototype
is finished to when the
deliverable is due (time
constraint). However, we
do want a minimum of 10

feedback samples.

3 Immersion of the
user in their
environment

This will be tested by showing people that we
have identified in different user personas, our
prototypes and asking them 3 questions each :
How much do you feel immersed? Is this
realistic to you? What could be improved?
Their response will be on a scale of 1 to 10.
(1 being the lowest and 10 being the highest)
And their suggestions will be noted. This can
be done by either showing them the prototype

or sending them a recording of it.

We will have at least 10
feedback samples from
this test. Each answer to
the questions will be
recorded using a table.
We will make a mean of
each column of the table

to determine how
successful or unsuccessful

our product is.

The test duration will be
when the prototype is
finished to when the

deliverable is due (time
constraint). However, we
do want a minimum of 10

feedback samples.



4 Readability This will be useful for determining the user
experience of reading each poster. Our project
is intended for everyone therefore it should
ake no longer than 30 seconds for one person

to read every poster and article that we
created for the class.

This will be tested by
asking random feedback
givers to read all the

posters and not down any
comments about the text
size, readability and

contrast with other colors.
We will also time them
while they perform this
task. All results will be
recorded in a table

containing the amount of
time taken to read the

posters and the comments
on them.

The test duration should
be about 2 hours. We will
ask at least 5 feedback

givers for this.

Test analysis :

Test 1 :

Time duration of product :

The reason this test has been repeated is so that we can optimize the time duration in the new
environment. This is because even if the dimensions are quasi-similar to the other prototype, there still are
elements that make this prototype different and that can make the time duration faster or slower. An
example of this could be the placement of the chairs in the environment. It is true to say that the
placement is now diversified (not in rows like the previous prototype) to make it look more like a
kindergarten classroom.

Trial index Duration (s) Combinations of paths taken

1 1:00.36 1 2 3 4

2 59.80 2 4 3 1

3 1:18.98 4 3 2 1

4 1:09:54 2 3 4 1

5 57.92 3 4 2 1

Test 2 :

The reading time is a vital element of our prototype. This is because the faster and easier the elements are
to read, the more the client and users will understand the concept of our product. We have set a maximum



time for our prototype as 1 minute and we want the user to be able to read all posters easily. Therefore, if
the reading time of all of our contestants is more than that, it should be apparent the text is not very
readable. While testing, we have gotten several elements of feedback. To begin, the ABC poster letters are
too small to read. This is something that we can change by making them larger on the poster. To continue,
the yellow wording was not legible. Therefore, we will darken the outline of the word. Also, some
feedback givers have mentioned that the newspaper was too small to read. This meant that There would
also be a feedback column for people who wanted to give more feedback on the subject. Finally, one
feedback giver mentioned that the orange poster’s letters were too small to read, so we decided to change
the side of the poster and the letters to make them bigger.

Trial index Duration (s) Readability feedback

1 1:07.16 For the ABCs, the letters are quite
small. Making them bigger would

be helpful to read better.
The posters are very child-friendly

2 1:23.09 The yellow wording on one of the
posters was not legible in the

situation.
I love the colours on the ABCs

posters

3 1:34:10 The newspaper was too small to
read.

4 54:32.32 The words on the MASK poster
were very difficult to read.

5 59:51.11 The orange poster’s letters were too
small.

Feedback from Users (tests 3 and 4)
● The judges, professor and class

What they want to see:
● Decision makers: representation of a hypothetical free use of automated robots around the

world. Show the destruction and consequences.
● Class, Regular person: interesting VR about automated robots
● Innovative and well-structured VR that shows the consequences of automated robots

(message).



User Personas Goals Personality Activities Sensibility

Lola (peace) -Helping
communities

-spreading awareness
about suffering

-Very involved
-leader

-concerned for others

-volunteering
-spreadingawareness

about violence
advocating for world

peace

-high

Edward (decision
makers)

-working in the
government
-earn money

- managing a country

-fast paced
environment
-concerned for

himself

-low

Regis (regular
person)

-earn money
- live peacefully

-Wants things done
fast

- Not much concern
for others

- Dislikes change in
environment

-regular person
activities

-moderate

Amy (army) -learn about new
weaponry in the army
-help technological

advances

- is intrigued by
technological
advances

-is an engineer
-Concerned about

money

-researching tech
-developing
weaponry

-low

Questions :
1. How concerned does this make you feel?

2. Do you understand each of the steps?



3. How much does this motivate you to take action?

The feedback that we have gotten has helped us prove that our product has improved greatly. This is
because the average in all sections is much higher than that of the first prototype. However, some
feedback givers mentioned that they were slightly confused in the first few minutes of the simulations and
that they did not know where to start. It is for this reason that we have decided to add an audio recording
to our sound to put the users in a situation and explain the environment as they go. This would also ensure
that no one would be confused and that they would know exactly what to do. Finally, this decision also
helps us add some realism to the environment, by helping shift the atmosphere.

Feedback giver
number

User persona Question 1 Grade (
/10)

Question 2 Grade (
/10)

Question 3 Grade (
/10)

1 Regis 8/10 7/10 6/10

2 lola 7/10 9/10 6/10

3 Edward 9/10 7/10 8/10

4 Amy 7/10 9/10 4/10

5 Lola 9/10 6/10 9/10

Questions :
4. How much do you feel immersed?

5. Is this realistic to you?

6. What could be improved?

This test also helped us determine if our prototype was becoming more convincing and realistic. This is
the case because the average grade for each section was much higher than that of the previous prototype.
Many users mentioned that the posters on the wall were very clear and helped show that it was a
kindergarten classroom. The details such as the cubbies, the rocket painted on the wall and the other
accessories also helped us display a kindergarten classroom. We had received feedback saying that adding
a message describing what events are taking place could help us tell a story.

Feedback giver
number

User persona Question 1 Grade (
/10)

Question 2 Grade (
/10)

Question 3



1
Regis

9/10 8/10 Adding a message
that would guide the
person or at least
explain what is
happening.

2 Lola 7/10 8/10 Some of the posters
were tough to read

3 Edward 6/10 6/10 Yellow text is hard to
read

4 Amy 8/10 7/10 Not sure if I love the
FNAF music

5 Lola 10/1o 9/10 More detail couldn’t
hurt

BOM update :

Printing paper was added because we wanted to make flyers that we could give to judges and anyone who
desired. This would help us highlight the most important parts of our prototypes and show some aspects
of our design that the judges might not have had time to see during the testing phase. The double-sided
printed paper costs $0.48 per paper and we had decided to print 23 papers, giving us a total of $11.04.


